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SUMMARY: Historians are acutely aware of the role of art in medicine. Elaborate early modern works catch our eye; technical innovations attract analysis. This paper beats a different path by examining three little-known artists in early twentieth-century Britain who deployed what may seem like an outdated method: drawing. Locating the function of pencil and ink illustrations across a range of sites, we take a journey from the exterior of the living patient via invasive surgical operations to the bodily interior. We see the enduring importance of delineation against a backdrop of the mechanization of conflict and of imaging.
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The mechanized conflict that wreaked havoc upon the human body in the early twentieth century stimulated a range of responses from the medical profession, including new technologies to diagnose and record injuries and pathologies. Radiology, improved photography, new printing techniques, and motion pictures were available to those who practiced and trained in anatomy, pathology and surgery. And yet during the First World War and its aftermath, older, simpler techniques endured: medical artists continued to draw with pen and pencil. Where did these practices sit within accelerating modernity and new modes of representation?

Historians have long been acutely aware of the role of art in medicine. We know a great deal about elaborate early modern works, from Albinus to Da Vinci, and technical innovations in the following centuries. But if we want to understand the everyday function of medical illustrations, we should include in our studies not only the most stunning and advanced depictions, but also smaller, simpler, everyday pictures that helped doctors to learn and to practice. Many such images from this period are photographs, but they were also hand-drawn. To demonstrate the marked endurance of the latter in an era associated with the former, here I discuss the work of little-known British medical artists in the early twentieth century who used deceptively simple hand-drawn techniques across a range of sites. I argue that to understand the role of the image in medicine—and surgery in particular—we need to look to media we might not classify as masterworks. We also need to look in different places, at their sites of production. One place historians of this period have already looked in some detail is the plastic surgery unit of the Queen’s Hospital in Sidcup Kent where the surgeon–artist Henry Tonks wielded his pastels so effectively in portraits of servicemen with devastating facial injuries.¹ But Tonks’s work was only one facet of a rich and varied visual culture even within Sidcup. From among the
contributors to this “image-saturated discipline of medicine” that extended far beyond Kent, I explore the work of the three pathological draftsmen I originally encountered while studying medical aspects of the First World War, stimulated in part by the centenary of the conflict.

The choice of Kirkpatrick Maxwell, Dulcie Pillers, and Robert Matthews is therefore partly pragmatic: unlike other illustrators of this period, bodies of their original work survive (although barely, in Maxwell’s case) where others’ did not—which itself tells us about the lack of value placed upon these graphics. More strategically, their distinct artistic practices afford comparison between sites, and the works selected here chronologically span the 1910s, 1920s, and 1930s. One of these draftsmen is a woman; the gendering of the medical gaze has been eloquently addressed elsewhere, but Pillers’s work points to the growing number of women involved in this craft, which would become especially marked after the Second World War.

More than their differences, however, what unites them makes them useful as the focus of study. They were selected because all three were prolific yet have received scant historical attention; they were selected because they worked across a range of venues; they were selected because although their skills encompassed healthy anatomy, creating universalized standards for textbooks that were read by generations of medical students, they all also depicted the damaged body; they were selected because all three went on to become involved in the professional community of medical artists in Britain; but most of all they were selected because against the grain of clinical photography, they all used the pencil not the camera.

Their works were “utility graphics,” rarely considered within canonical art history, yet which dominate modern Western visual experience. Medicine is littered with them, as are other areas of professional practice: archaeological site plans, technical drawings, scientific diagrams,
and mathematical flowcharts. In the words of James Elkins, they are “half pictures or hobbled versions of full pictures, [unfairly considered] bound by the necessity of performing some utilitarian function and therefore unable to mean more freely.” When considered more carefully, however, “far from being inexpressive, they are fully expressive, and capable of as great and nuanced a range of meaning as any work of fine art.”

Those I consider here were rapidly drawn, sometimes published, sometimes kept on file next to other media. They were neither framed nor exhibited in any gallery, yet are rich in meaning, technique, and style.

Their techniques varied, but I want to present them as delineation: they use basic materials, they lack coding and generalizing, and they have precise and detailed rendering of boundaries. This classification is based on that of pathological artist Lucy Lyons, who practices delineation herself, basing her work on close observation and intense looking. To delineate, she argues, requires a level of understanding of the object of study. Often found in architecture and cartography, delineation is the extraction of particular elements, simplification, and clarification without caricature, emphasizing what the camera (usually) cannot. The delineator selects what is important and renders it with lines, a close study of the object based on the artists’ on-site encounter with it. Delineating, and studying others’ delineations, brings out unobserved details; and, crucially, it is undertaken in situ. This geographical significance brings us to the central intentions of this study.

My basic aim in assessing the location and function of these delineations is corrective. I want to draw our attention to this overlooked practice, to its overlooked practitioners in overlooked places, in a relatively overlooked period. The reasons for this neglect are not entirely clear, but the dearth of art historical attention after Gray’s Anatomy may be a symptom of the
distinction between *art* and *illustration*. I explore the form and function of Maxwell’s, Pillers’s, and Matthews’s medical artworks not as high art, but as utility graphics; not *merely* nor *simply* but *revealingly* illustrative, as Berkowitz has recently emphasized.

My specific objectives in pursuit of this underlying aim to explore sight and site are threefold: to understand *who* was undertaking pathological delineation, *where*, and *why*. As well as understanding the biographies of the three artists, answering the first will lead us to the medical patrons with whom their careers and credibility were entwined, including surgeons Sir George Makins, William Hey Groves, and David Middleton Greig. Answering the second will involve establishing a historical geography of sites for medical illustration in this period, from bedside to theater to museum. Medical art was prevalent across these spaces; despite the practice of obscuring the spatial context of illustration, its value depended heavily, I will argue, on the artists’ location.

This begs the final question: why delineate? Other media were available, and feasible; although unlike Tonks’s work, for example, we don’t have directly comparable photographs, the specter of photography looms throughout what follows. The reasons for use of the pencil and pen rather than the camera lie in the intended use of these images, especially for training; but nonetheless, I will conclude, drawing and photography developed and endured *in dialogue*.

**Situating Medical Art**

First, however, some context. The three artists discussed here were part of a long European trajectory of depicting the human body, which has already been eloquently described. More specifically, they were heirs to a gritty British tradition that physically and visually situated the
artists within medical spaces discernable in artwork associated with the eighteenth-century physician and man-midwife William Hunter. The “grand naturalism” that Jan van Rymsdyk introduced to the representations of the gravid uterus for Hunter in Anatomia uteri humani gravidii (1774) marked a disjuncture from the metaphor-laden settings of his Continental predecessors. The artist locates himself (and therefore the viewer) in the immediate vicinity of the cadaver, which was no longer animated but very clearly dead. William’s younger brother John, as well as gathering and commissioning artwork as part of his anatomical endeavors, valued portraits of his patients as clinical proxies, translating the bedside encounter. Another brace of brothers, John and Charles Bell, continued this tradition: Charles’s “beautiful simplicity” and the pullies and ropes holding up John’s cadavers showing that the artist was figuratively if not literally in the dissection room. More specifically, Lucy Lyons and others have traced pathological delineation in the sense considered here to another Scot, the morbid anatomist and medical artist Robert Carswell (1793–1857). “You should see these Delineations,” he wrote, “that you may appreciate their value not as art, but as instruments of medical science by means of which more precise, more accurate and more perfect information may be acquired and communicated respecting the various and numerous organic changes to which the human body is subject.”

A different kind of representation emerged with the stark, normalized “remorsely sober woodcuts” of Henry Gray’s Anatomy. Descriptive and Surgical (1858). They exhibit a studied plainness, “a pragmatic anatomy” that set a benchmark for Anglophone medical artists. Although the illustrations were isolated, “thoroughly dead and in pieces,” their interiority located them in the dissection room again. Martin Kemp has dubbed Henry Vandyke Carter’s
innovative illustrations “style-less” but noted that this “manner is as much a style as any mode of presentation and exhibits its own kind of contrived rhetoric.”

(They were also, it should be noted, placeless.) This much-emulated technique was a powerful strand of a frank, fragmented, and business-like descriptive graphic tradition that endured in British medicine, as we shall see.

In the later nineteenth century, this descriptive tradition developed in both concert and tension with the medical photography, mirroring the symbiotic relationship between camera and brush in realism. Just as the realists used quasi-photographic codes and framings in their compositions, so too in medical places, Kemp argues, the camera “alter[ed] the parameters of representation in medicine,” infusing “a rhetoric of reality.” Although clinical photography did not become widespread for training and teaching until later in the century, photography had the impact of reinforcing the already austere style of medical art and reinforcing standardization. During the First World War and in the decades that followed, photography was in widespread use in medical settings that included the hospital ward, the asylum, and the medical museum.

By this time, photography was at the heart of a cluster of technical innovations. Novel applications of the camera itself included photomicrography and stereoscopic anatomy. Introducing another dimension, almost as soon as motion pictures became feasible they were applied to medical purposes, as for example in the Instruction Laboratory of the U.S. Army Medical Museum. Radiology developed with breathtaking rapidity in the early 1900s and especially during the First World War. There could be no doubt, of course, as to the proximity of the filmmaker, photographer, or radiologist to the patient (or corpse).

Still, among all this innovation, those who practiced medical art—hand-drawn medical art—began to emerge as a distinct professional community. In North America, training programs
were available in the interwar period, such as those at the Department of Medical Art at the University of Toronto (from 1925) and the University of Illinois (1921), which gradually brought the practice into the university space. Perhaps most significant was the Department of Art as Applied to Medicine at Johns Hopkins, founded by the expatriate Saxon Max Brödel in 1910–11. The Anglo-Australian neurosurgeon Hugh Cairns had studied in Baltimore and later dispatched the illustrator Audrey Arnott to study with Brödel. The only Briton to do so, she became a leading light in medical illustration in the United Kingdom, training other influential artists including Dorothy Davison and Margaret McLarty. This interwar community, which included the three who feature below, coalesced into the Medical Artists’ Association, founded in 1949.28

By this point, with the prominence of Brödel and, after the war, Frank Netter, Anglophone historiographical focus tends to shift across the Atlantic.29 This obscures the budding professional cohort of medical illustrators in United Kingdom, whose output was testament to the enduring demand for older techniques. Medical students were still encouraged to draw as they had a century before, and their instructors made liberal use of blackboards and wallcharts in this period in the lecture theater (an important site I will not consider here in detail).30 Students were especially encouraged to depict variations and abnormalities in the dissection room: this disciplined their vision and in effect collected the pathology. Surgeons often became skilled artists, none more so than Henry Tonks, who forsook medicine to teach art at the Slade School in London. During the First World War, Tonks generated a renowned series of touching pastel portraits from plastic surgery wards. He also made elegant single line delineations to help plan operations, often alongside and even on clinical photographs: adapted and hybrid clinical photography was not uncommon.31
Coloring, extraction, and overdrawing photographs were evident in publication too. It took the medical book trade a long time to introduce photography on a large scale—technical conservatism that was partly economical. While they made use of cheaper photographic half-tones and electrotype reproductions, publishers were still not about to ditch their existing stock of illustrations and blocks wholesale, but rather brought in new artworks gradually alongside their existing images, including those by Maxwell, Pillers, and Matthews. The production costs of even new textbooks could be reduced by deploying secondhand blocks, which could be used up to a quarter of a million times.\(^3\)\(^2\) It is not surprising, then, that publishers were slow to exploit new media; but eventually as it became economical, photography was introduced into most anatomical textbooks. X-rays appeared in Cunningham’s Textbook in 1922, but not in Gray’s until 1938.\(^3\)\(^3\) By this time, argues Martin Kemp, “Gray’s famous book had become a hodgepodge of styles and little short of a visual disaster.”\(^3\)\(^4\) Let us now consider these styles, these spaces, and the artists responsible—beginning with the delineations of “A.K.M.”

Kirkpatrick Maxwell: Art in the Military Ward

A. Kirkpatrick Maxwell was born in Annan in southern Scotland in 1884.\(^3\)\(^5\) After demonstrating an artistic bent at school, he apprenticed to a lithographer in Glasgow with a view to joining his grandfather’s printing business. He also took evening classes in art, and with this combination of drawing and etching skills, he was introduced to Edward Bles, a zoologist at the University of Glasgow who engaged him to illustrate his work on the clawed toad.\(^3\)\(^6\) This work, first undertaken in the laboratory, brought Maxwell’s work to the attention of the wider scientific community and led to commissions from across the British Isles. He became especially in
demand as a medical illustrator, covering diverse fields including anatomy, embryology, histopathology, and proctology over the course of what would be a long career.

In the interwar period, Maxwell continued to work in laboratory settings, based in London at the University College Hospital Department of Anatomy and Embryology. He later spent time in New Zealand, but returned to Britain during the Second World War and settled in Cambridge. If “A.K.M.” (as he signed himself) is remembered, it is as a dissection-room illustrator for Gray’s Anatomy, Descriptive and Applied from the 1930s. He also contributed to Hamilton Bailey’s Surgery of Modern Warfare, Quain’s Anatomy, and Boyd and Hamilton’s Embryology, among others. He drew all the plates for the textbook that would become Faber’s Anatomical Atlas. He died in 1975, a quiet doyen of the medical art profession.

Of central concern here is Kirkpatrick Maxwell’s work during the First World War; this is geographically significant at the level of both region and site. Soon after the outbreak of conflict in Europe, the director-general of the Army Medical Services at the War Office in London, Sir Alfred Keogh, began to gather material for the medical history of the war. (In this he and his committee followed the example set by the U.S. surgeon general after the Civil War.) This would include photographs and other clinical illustrations. The Medical Research Committee (MRC, predecessor to the Medical Research Council) was instrumental in organizing this effort. With the encouragement of the editorial board of the new British Journal of Surgery, the MRC funded two artists in France, their work to “be preserved as a national collection to illustrate for future study the various types of wound and disease met with in the war.” Likewise the American Expeditionary Forces sent eight trained artists to the Western Front in 1918, and the U.S. Army Medical Museum’s Instruction Laboratory, noted earlier for its
pioneering medical filmmaking, was also staffed by illustrators and modelers during the war.\textsuperscript{45} Medical illustrators traveled to unlikely places.

Camera and pencil worked side by side toward the end of the war; but at first this was not the case.\textsuperscript{46} The MRC draftsmen were Sydney Sewell, who had already illustrated Gray’s \textit{Anatomy}, and Kirkpatrick Maxwell.\textsuperscript{47} The latter had first ventured to France in 1915 at the invitation of the surgeon Sir George Makins and had sketched some of the first victims of poison gas after the Second Battle of Ypres. He returned at the behest of the MRC and as a sergeant in the Royal Army Medical Corps was stationed at the makeshift pathological laboratory in the Casino in Boulogne, run by the larger-than-life bacteriologist Almroth Wright. There, Maxwell’s familiarity with the laboratory space and skills at the microscope were put to good use, combining lens and hand. He also depicted postmortem specimens; but his most striking works were of living patients in the hospital and at casualty clearing stations closer to the front.

“Students will remain heavily indebted to Sgt Maxwell for the beauty and accuracy of these permanent records,” wrote the MRC’s Sir Walter Morley, who would acknowledge not only Maxwell’s “professional skill, but also his untiring industry and devotion to duty which brought many hardships with it.”\textsuperscript{48} Crucially, such hardships were borne on location, at a bedside close to the theater of war, lending credibility to the artwork he made there.

Maxwell generated over a thousand images in France. These were sent back to the Royal College of Surgeons of England, which was housing the Army Medical War Collection on behalf of military medical services from across the Commonwealth. A selection was displayed in the college’s Hunterian Museum from 1917. Curator Arthur Keith felt that Maxwell’s “drawings made by the bedside record appearances which cannot be preserved or perpetuated in any other
way” and that he had “succeeded in rendering a permanent and faithful record of conditions which could not be recorded except by pen and brush.” By contrast, although the camera was used extensively on hospital wards, whether for reportage or clinical purposes, photography was rarer at the front, presumably due to the equipment necessary.

Maxwell’s drawings for George Makins were published as early as 1915, and in the decade that followed were used in War Office medical manuals and in textbooks, in periodicals such as the British Journal of Surgery, and eventually in the Medical History of the Great War. Makins probably also used Maxwell’s pieces in lectures and teaching. In a twist of fate, however, most of the originals were destroyed when the Royal College was bombed during the Blitz in the next world war. Maxwell, who at Sir Cecil Wakeley’s call had signed up again to sketch wounded personnel, in 1953 donated an album of his original Great War work to the college archives when Wakeley was president: it is these that survive for historical analysis.

Figure 1 is a deceptively simple example of Maxwell’s work. It shows how to use a Thomas splint, a traction device for treating fractures first described by Hugh Owen Thomas in 1875 but brought into mass usage by his nephew Robert Jones during the First World War. Maxwell drew this at the casualty clearing station at Merville, northern France, but there is nothing here to show the chaos of the mobile hospital. Rather, Maxwell’s careful, gentle pencil draws the viewer’s eye to the crucial elements depicted: the device and the patient’s leg. Unusually for Maxwell, the patient is not identified. The blanket, the stretcher—and indeed the rest of the body—fade into the distance, isolating the injury and its treatment. While the extraneous elements and the shading are sketchy, Maxwell is bold and precise in his outline of the bars, the frame, the straps, and, especially, the leg. The darker lines serve to accentuate the
very center of the piece, from the knee to the toe, from which we can assume a Medical Corps practitioner would discern how to elevate the limb, position the splint, and tie the fabric straps to the frame. Maxwell’s combination of shading with bold and lighter strokes emphasizes the tension in the straps and ties, and the softness of the leather-clad ring. His eye for detail, crucial in his anatomical work, is evident in the rivets in the stretcher and straps, the knots, and the shading in the handle. This combination of shading, isolation, and detail was ideal for publication—presumably intentionally—as we can also see in Figure 2, of another iconic First World War treatment, the Carrel-Dakin method for irrigating wounds.

Some of Maxwell’s more striking works involve more of the patient. Whereas the leg in the splint is stationary and gives little indication of the experience of the patient, the latter emerges more strongly in Figure 3, which is likely to have been among Maxwell’s first works produced during the conflict. G. A. Scott was recovering from the asphyxiating effects of phosgene gas two days previously: he is not in peaceful repose but slumped against the undrawn pillow, mouth ajar. Once again Maxwell’s eye for detail emerges when one looks closer. Scott’s stubble hints as to the time he has been comatose; Maxwell used subtle color in the original to emphasize the pallor of the patient. Scott’s face is isolated but not excised from its context—the shading hints at the pillow, and from there the ward; the outline of his shirt alludes to the rest of his body, but unlike his face it is uncolored, auxiliary to the main purpose of the work.

Surprisingly, Maxwell’s mentor and patron George Makins appears in the corner of the work. Like the heroic physicians of the nineteenth century, he is depicted as a benign figure. He looks down at both the patient and the artist who has assumed a position next to Scott. From Makins’s peripheral position on the page we infer that Maxwell had not set out to juxtapose
doctor and patient; but it does serve to remind us that Maxwell was there in the clinical setting, which he has carefully excluded to isolate the condition. “Gassed” he scrawled on the bottom of the work: enough said.

The contrasts with the published version of this work (Figure 4) in the *Surgical History of the War* are revealing of the process of translation from bedside to print. Maxwell often traced his originals onto tracing paper, which he penciled underneath and outlined onto board. He then painted over the highlights with a glue solution that did not hold the subsequent wash; he finally worked powdered lead over darker areas. In Scott’s case, however, Maxwell seems to have used pastel, possibly in combination with his usual technique—and perhaps in unknowing homage to Henry Tonks—rendering contrast between light and dark more striking. The hair, eyebrows, and stubble are darker, as are the formerly delicate shadows. So too the color of Scott’s eyelids, nose, and ears as more dramatic, and a greenish tinge to his skin emphasizes the effects of phosgene. Makins has exited stage left, but the other striking details—pillow, shirt, and collar button—remain. In transition from drawing to pastel, the focus and meaning of the image has changed.

Of the album of work that survived, the most striking is Figure 5. This work was originally paired with a sketch of the operation that the patient would endure—a genre we will explore in more detail in the following section. Unlike its clinical counterpart, however, Maxwell blends strong elements of high art in this ostensibly medical illustration. (Perhaps this is why there is no evidence of a published version of this work.) Here almost the whole body of the patient is depicted in isolation. Once again, the viewer’s eye is drawn to the center of the illustration, a small splash of color the evidence of a most likely fatal wound—vivid entry and
exit wounds and a trail of bruising following the path of the bullet between them. (Coloring was an advantage available to the hand-drawn illustrator, of course, but not easily to the photographer.)

The patient lies supine, exposed and vulnerable, his nudity unnecessary for the present purposes but aesthetically striking: only his crooked right leg spares his modesty. His head is leaned back—but not in the throes of agony as one might expect from such a wound. Nor do his limbs or posture reveal any discomfort, his hands resting gently on the sheet and his thigh. He bears neither bandage nor dressing, whether for Maxwell’s benefit or in anticipation of his surgery. Beyond the wound, his nudity is emphasized by Maxwell using a similar subtle color scheme to Scott above—fingernails and delicate skin tones at the contours of his body contrasting with the dark shaded background near the wound and the plain sheets that once again frame the flesh of the patient. Knowingly or not, in this work Maxwell harks back to the clinical illustrations by Charles Bell of wounds inflicted in a conflict a century before (Figure 6). There are strong echoes of Tonks’s near-contemporary work, in the fleshy youth of the soldier, his fragility, his innocence. And like Tonks, Maxwell also carries tender religious overtones, resonating with Renaissance lamentations of the Christ. The soldier bears his stigmata in his gut rather than his hand; but he too has been sacrificed.

In these artworks the conflict appears inscribed into the soldier’s body, but Maxwell has discretely removed the setting. The paradox is that his proximity is important to render the illustrations credible, but in making them useful and, crucially, translatable, he removes the wartime ward. And so although this work appears to contrast starkly with that of the next artist I
consider, as does their locale, this tactic is also evident. If we look closely, we find her reasons for delineating had strong parallels.

Dulcie Pillers: Art in the Operating Theater

Whereas Maxwell concentrated on the wounded patient in the military ward during the First World War, the second artist to be discussed here demonstrates the role of the illustration in another clinical context: the operating theater. Whether because she was female, or because she was less prolific in publication, we know less about Dulcibel Mary Pillers than we do about Maxwell. She was born in Bristol in 1892 and by the 1911 census she was living in Tyndalls Park and studying art in the city. Her career involved sufficient medical illustration for her to be one of the founder members of the Medical Artists’ Association of Great Britain, although she was not present at the inaugural meeting in Oxford (at which Maxwell was awarded an honorary life membership). Pillers remained in Bristol and died there in 1961.

Like many invisible technicians, the evidence or her labor is bound up in the work of her collaborator–patron Ernest William Hey Groves, surgeon to the Bristol General Hospital and professor of surgery at Bristol University. Leading up to and during the First World War, Hey Groves, the son of an engineer, applied his mechanical background to orthopedic operations, and he was subsequently regarded as a pioneer in orthopedics as the formal specialism took shape. He was also tireless on paper, publishing multiple editions of surgical textbooks and editing the *British Journal of Surgery* for twenty-seven years from its founding in 1913.

Hey Groves’s early works, such as the first edition the *Synopsis of Surgery* (1908), had no pictures; he then began to introduce X-rays and some recycled diagrams and other
illustrations.\textsuperscript{62} It is not clear how they met, but Hey Groves engaged Pillers as an illustrator shortly after the First World War—the first evidence in print is the 1922 edition of \textit{On Modern Methods of Treating Fractures}.\textsuperscript{63} “Miss Pillers,” he credited her, “has taken great pains to carry out my personal instructions.”\textsuperscript{64} He valued her clean, crisp style, which suited his requirements to represent metal equipment and bone (Figure 7). Unlike Maxwell’s, Pillers’s textbook illustrations were sparse and diagrammatic, more suited to woodcut blocks that enabled cheap, mass-produced publications. They were akin to the often-repurposed diagrams on woodblocks used by instrument manufacturers in this period in their large print run catalogues.\textsuperscript{65}

Like Maxwell, however, her most striking work is a cluster of illustrations stemming from First World War injuries: this time in peacetime Britain rather than wartime France. With an influx of devastating compound fractures caused by gunshot wounds, Hey Groves had set about improving the plate-on-bone techniques developed before the war by William Arbuthnot Lane. He experimented with indirect fixation via external pins and grafted animal bone into the fracture; and he had Pillers draw them.

Pillers completed nearly a hundred pen and watercolor operational illustrations of the bone-grafting operations between 1919 and 1922,\textsuperscript{66} most likely from observation within the operating theater. For while there is no direct evidence for precisely where Pillers undertook this work, we know that medical artists Dorothy Davison and Margaret McLarty drew in theater in the interwar period.\textsuperscript{67} All three were founders of the Medical Artists’ Association; like Maxwell, McLarty illustrated Hamilton Bailey’s \textit{Surgery of Modern Warfare}.\textsuperscript{68} She later wrote, “In the operating theatre it is much to the advantage of an artist that he can watch and draw an operation. . . . I have always received the utmost consideration in this respect in numerous
operating theatres . . . the drawings made while watching an actual operation will be much more ‘alive’ than those adapted from books.”

This hectic environment was known to be a challenge for artists. After witnessing his first operation, Daryl Lindsay, Tonks’s protégé at Sidcup, had despaired: “How was I going to translate what looked like a mess of flesh and blood into a diagram that a student could understand?” And yet this was precisely the value of the hand-drawn over the confusing black-and-white mess of the operational photograph. Like Davison, Pillers likely sketched rapidly with pencil in theater then redrew, finishing or at least tidying the images afterward with Hey Groves’s input. “It is wise to make as many notes as possible in the theatre,” advised McLarty, “both drawings and written observations. [The artist] should try to have enough material on paper from which to make several detailed drawings.” From the detail, then, it seems very likely Pillers watched from the surgeon’s elbow. Artist worked side by side with clinician in the inner surgical sanctum.

Photography was yet of use for bodily interior, unable to pick out our pertinent details for the surgeon. Figures 8 and 9, by contrast, show the qualities of Pillers’s work that made delineation so valuable. The operations on Private Humphries’s forearm in June 1919 and Lance Corporal Whiting’s upper arm a year later are highly sanitized, especially in their lack of blood. Like her nineteenth-century predecessors, was her “desire to repress the blood’s signifying power” removing Hey Groves’s practice from butchery? Certainly its absence makes clearer the core of the main element at the upper part of Figure 8, showing the pink fibrous periosteum wrapping the grafted bone, which in both images is colored a pale ivory. A slight dotted square to the right of the graft site indicates the unseen insert of the new bone, an established practice in medical art.
to render the invisible visible. In Whiting’s case these interior outlines are larger, extending to either end of the humerus in black and the inserted graft in dark red.

But in the operation itself, the surgeon had no such luxury: he needed to see. So in Figure 8, two of Humphries’s extensor muscles are drawn out of the way above the graft. Their position being important to the operation mechanism; they are colored an especially vivid red, textured to show their sinewy structure (in her black-and-white diagrams of similar operations, she used fine lines to achieve the equivalent effect). So too the small detailed radial vessel, the clamping of which is also crucial. The rest of the open wound is rendered in a discrete, undistracting pink. The interior of Whiting’s limb is darker, but still a simple flat wash that draws attention to the details at the center. The grafted bone seems to float in isolation within a hollow limb, the better to focus the eye on the procedure.

Whereas Whiting’s damaged flesh at the edge of his wound is visible, Pillers did not color the finger extensors that frame Humphries’s wound at all. They blend in with the fabric that disguises the surrounding skin then fades off into the distance—just as Maxwell’s blankets did. Clips tuck them back, subtle watercolor reflections attesting to their metallic material; as do the disembodied clamps and retractors radiate from the center, especially in Figure 8, hinting at the tension in peeling back the edges of the flesh. The instruments fade out as they point toward invisible hands, a common feature of operation illustrations that harked back to medical waxworks with disembodied practitioners’ hands floating around the body of the patient. Between the instruments at other points of the compass are five dotted pointers reaching out to abbreviated identifications of the anatomical features in her clear small-capped hand. Many of
Pillers’s operative works are annotated in this way, redolent of the “halo” of labels first introduced by Gray and Vandyke Carter.

On the same page, Pillers deploys subsidiary illustrations to provide the backstory of the main event, rendering Figure 8 a clockwise sequence over time. Two pairs of details show how the grafts were inserted into the patients’ bones. With devastating simplicity, in pure black and white at the top of Figure 9, Pillers demonstrated the terrible jagged bone that resulted from the original injury. Parenthetically, Hey Groves’s habit of sawing off the overgrown bone, the results of which can be seen at the bottom, actually hindered grafting. Below Humphries’s operation, meanwhile, Pillers includes his X-ray, just as Davison did in some of her drawings of neurological operations in the following decade; Pillers’s images were later stored alongside the relevant X-rays.75 Even with the expansion in use during the war, radiology was still a young diagnostic technique, its result by no means obvious to interpret.76 Pillers has chosen to redraw the X-ray relevant to explain it, with a simple color scheme.

Only one published version of this series of orthopedic operations has yet been identified.77 If not for reproduction in Hey Groves’s articles and textbooks, what then was their purpose? Many of those that survive are backed onto colored paper or card that served as mounts, hinting at their use in lectures and/or teaching in the 1920s. Certainly, they were later used as an exhibition for heritage purposes in Bristol in the 1970s and again in 1989, for conferences such as that of the British Orthopaedic Association. But their original purpose seems to have been for record and training. We don’t know what Pillers intended, but McLarty later recalled having been “rather horrified when entering an operating theatre to find a series of her pictures, drawn some years before, arranged in front of the surgeon on three trolleys.”
modestly added, “One of the guest surgeons mentioned afterwards that he had studied these
drawings most carefully before he operated on his first case of this type.”

R. W. Matthews: Art in the Medical Museum

The final site for consideration is the medical museum, which remained a key space for medicine
in the twentieth century. In her exploration of “anatomical intermediality,” Elizabeth Hallam
has shown that in the medical museum, material practices were closely bound with the visual and
textual. Curators collected and displayed images and texts alongside specimens and models.
We can see this in the work of early twentieth-century medical artists: Kirkpatrick Maxwell, for
example, was sent by the MRC to draw specimens from the Army Medical War Collection as
well as the living patient. The draftsman presented here to illustrate the role of the artist in the
medical collection, however, is R. W. Matthews. A close study of his work in the Royal College
of Surgeons of Edinburgh museum completes the trilogy of delineators by (slightly) expanding
the geographical and chronological focus of this study, bringing the story back to Scotland and
from the 1910s and 1920s into the 1930s.

At around the same time that Maxwell trained in Glasgow, Robert Wilson Matthews,
born in Edinburgh 1880, studied lithography and design at the Edinburgh College of Art and the
Royal Scottish Academy Life School. Working mainly as a freelance illustrator in the interwar
period, he undertook medical commissions from the early 1920s. He became a favored
draftsman for the University of Edinburgh anatomists, illustrating orangutan dissections and
Cunningham’s Textbook of Anatomy for Professor J. C. Brash, as well as Regional Anatomy for
lecturer E. B. Jamieson; Matthews also undertook work in anesthetics, obstetrics, pathology,
physiology, and
His work was described by a fellow medical artist as “pleasing and anatomically accurate.” He is perhaps best known for his work with Aberdeen anatomist Robert Lockhart from the 1940s on the innovative *Anatomy of the Human Body*, finally published in 1959. Many illustrations were from embalmed and dissected cadavers and from specimens in the Aberdeen Anatomy Museum. By this time, Matthews was on the staff of the Edinburgh publisher E&S Livingstone, which he had joined in 1946. Like Pillers, Matthews also made drawings from life for surgeons, and was a founder member of the Medical Artists’ Association in 1949.

It is his work with surgeon David Middleton Greig at the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh that will concern us here. While practicing in Dundee, Greig became an authority on bone pathology, building an extensive collection of pathological osteology and plaster casts of orthopedic deformity. Upon retirement in 1921, he took up the post of conservator (curator) at the Royal College and brought his collection with him. He continued his pathological research on the collection, and it was to work on this that he first engaged Matthews around 1921. Matthews’s subjects in the Royal College included living patients, an extensive pediatric series, as well as drawings of specimens (comparable to Dorothy Davison’s depictions of specimens for the surgeon Sir Geoffrey Jefferson in Manchester). Matthews worked in ink, pencil, and watercolor, collaborating with Greig until the surgeon’s death in 1936.

From their partnership, I will focus here on representations of one patient—first depicted in Figure 10. She lived with bone disorders of her skull, hands, feet, and knees—and especially, her spine. She was a patient of Greig’s, but it is not possible to determine the location of this drawing. With no visible indication of any discomfort, her deformities are masked by the fabric around her shoulders and neck; the angle of the portrait—for it is a portrait—discretely
disguising her oxycephaly (prolonged skull). She meets the viewers’ eye, unlike the patients in Maxwell’s works described above. Having long outlived her life expectancy, in this tender work the patient gazes at Matthews from rheumy eyes with a gentle sadness—or is it resignation? For she must have been aware Greig and Matthews were waiting patiently; when she died, in her sixties, Greig secured her skeleton for the museum.

Figures 11 and 12 are different views of her spine, posterior and anterior: Figure 11 showing ossification of the ligaments from disuses and Figure 12 demonstrating dextroconcave lumbar scoliosis with vertebral osteosis. Drawing at life size, Matthews used pencil in different hardneds, and a white pencil for the subtle highlights—for example at the tip of the rib in the center of Figure 11—and a delicate penumbra around the edge of the image in Figure 12. Matthews thereby renders striking texture and depth, more than is visible looking at the specimen itself under normal light; the contrasts heightened, the hooks and lines of skeletal articulation absent, the bone forever a pure white that the specimen never was. In Figure 11 her over-ossified and agonizingly curved spine tumbles down out of the picture toward the viewer, leading the eye toward the worst afflicted area at the lower left (the bottom of her spine). In contrast to her portrait, there is little humanity here. Matthews has rendered the skeleton a landscape. It has rocky ridges and peaks, and an awful gap visible in the anterior view (Figure 12) between the first and second lumbar vertebra is redolent of a ravine—a painful chasm.

Such geological comparisons are matters of interpretation: what is undeniable is that Matthews has isolated the spine on the page, radically decontextualizing the specimen from the patient. Like Lucy Lyons’s delineations, they “appear to ‘float’ as there is no pictorial surface for it to rest upon.” The specimen was already isolated and fragmented, especially in the removal
of the ribs—unusual for scoliosis specimens, and redolent of the visual butchered transactions of the thighs of the pregnant patient depicted by Jan van Rymsdyk in William Hunter’s *Gravid Uterus*. And like van Rymsdyk, Matthews isolates the spine even more in the image than the decontextualization of the specimen, extracting the specimen even from its display case or storage rack (see Figure 13). Unlike Maxwell or Pillers, Matthews clearly demarcates the edge of the field of vision. Only his autograph intrudes in the viewers’ visual exposure to scoliosis: no other text, no museum showcase, no drifting fabric, no label. Although no contemporary photographs of the spine survive, even recent photography like Figure 13 demonstrates the striking difference between Matthews’s hand and the camera’s lens.

The isolation worked well in Greig’s publications relating to the condition. Greig secured funding from the Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland to illustrate his bone pathology work (the same fund that allowed the Glasgow zoologist Edward Bles to contract the young Kirkpatrick Maxwell), and we can assume he used this to pay the freelance Matthews. In their series of articles in the *Edinburgh Medical Journal*, reproductions of Matthews’s images therefore joined the research record in this area. “The object of the present communication,” as Greig wrote in one of his Matthews-illustrated articles, “is to give in some detail, *along with adequate illustrations*, the anatomical topography of the bones.” And although on the same page Greig discussed the “advent of efficient radiography” as a visual diagnostic tool, Greig still turned to pencil delineations. Matthews augmented Greig’s reputation, just as Maxwell’s and Pillers’s work did their surgical patrons.

Among other delineations of this patient’s spine Matthews prepared is one of marked difference in style, and arguably far better suited for publication—a clear ink lateral view of the
entire spine (Figure 14). The original shows the penciled measurement lines typical of publication preparation, which are not evident in the published version; in Greig’s article it appears as an engraving within the page of text rather than a separate photomechanical plate as Figures 11 and 12 were. Matthews’s pencil drawings, meanwhile, remained in the museum collection of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. Tellingly, they are catalogued with the museum specimens, not by the archive, and they were assigned a subreference number of the spine. Also tellingly, photographs of the specimen in the record postdate the drawings and are of different angles, so Matthews could not have used them. Rather, they served a distinct function in the medical museum: specimen, images, and case history combine to offer an intermedial record of bone disease.

The Place of Pathological Delineation

The three medical artists discussed above, in different spaces over three decades, all give us clues as to why drawing endured in an increasingly crowded visual domain. In closing I will reflect on their relationships and users to understand who medical art was for; I will consider their sites of practice to understand where it was undertaken; and finally discuss the relationship of their work with photography—why did they draw, when other media were readily available?

The professional fates and identities of Maxwell, Pillers, and Matthews were closely tied with medical practitioners, who clearly valued anatomical, pathological, and surgical art. Just as historians of anatomical illustration have detailed the intense relationship between anatomist and artist, it is clear that these artists’ careers and reputation rose and fell with medical patronage. By the grace of the surgeon, then, the medical artist became part of the team. Margaret
McLarty noted that in operative drawing, “the smooth efficiency which surrounds the patient is the result of a team of experts working together, and [the artist] becomes part of the team.” Makins, Hey Groves, and Greig (and many others during their careers) caused these artworks to be made and kept. But it was a mutually constitutive relationship. The artwork then became the surgeons’ property, which they used to shore up their own careers, displaying them in lectures, publishing in research papers and textbooks, and/or retaining them for instruction and clinical record. Some of the artworks discussed here may never have been used or consulted; but they are interesting because of the value placed in their production. Insofar as we know anything about the consumption of these images, it was by fellow practitioners and researchers, and (especially) students.

These audiences used the originals and their reproductions in specific spaces. Seldom have historians considered the places for medical art, yet such attention has revealed how prevalent these crafts were across the sites for twentieth-century medicine. Here we have spent most of our time in the operating theater, ward, and museum, but it is clear that the dissection room, lecture theater, and laboratory were sites for drawing too. In all these sites, the artists’ products were imbued with authority by the proximity of the delineator to the object/subject of study. Even the angle of the artist and viewer—either straight on or slightly elevated as a physician would be at the bedside—emphasized immediacy. Like the (nonmedical) war art of the First World War, its authenticity was closely linked with the artist having been there. In making placeless art, place was nonetheless important in establishing credibility.

These conclusions may be drawn of other illustrative media, other utility graphics, and other genres. There were other media available in (most of) these spaces. The question remains,
then, why draw? These skills endured, I have argued, because of the advantages of delineation. The works examined here demonstrate the importance of clarity, of selection of details, and, ironically given the value placed upon location, of decontextualization. Delineation isolated particular elements for the viewer’s benefit, whether bone grafts or a Thomas splint; delineation emphasized with color, line, or space. As McLarty advised, “The main highlights should be on, or around, the centre of interest. The eye should never be led away from the focal point to glistening fat or instruments, which probably play an unimportant part in the drawing.”

Diachronic developments could be juxtaposed, as in Pillers’s details of certain elements at different times in the surgery. They are exercises in visual restraint, with limited or no background and quiet details: medical illustration removed the noise. The blankness around the graphic makes it more visible, and sometimes more shocking, drawing attention to that which surgeon and artist considered significant. We can infer from these stylistic elements their practical and pedagogic functions.

To further understand the value of these deceptively simple graphics I will close by contrasting their utility with the medium that has acted as “the other” throughout—photography. What were the benefits of drawing against this backdrop of “mechanical objectivity” generally, and the increase in clinical photography specifically? The camera could indiscriminately capture the entire field of vision in an instant; this could be too much detail, especially for operative images. Whether in the interior or on the surface, the pencil could pick out and pinpoint the important elements, indicate depth of field, and draw attention to detail—a subtle thick line and texture rendering the image intelligible. Artists could even provide intimacy and psychological depth like their war artist contemporaries. “A photograph is able to show a
subject,” argues Lyons, “but cannot claim to present knowledge and visual understanding of an encounter in the same way as the action of drawing it can.”¹⁰³ The photograph offered information, the drawing offered meaning. A drawing, Brödel argued, “shows more than a photograph can ever do”; the camera “does not analyze, interpret or treat.”¹⁰⁴ A generation after Brödel, McLarty would continue to hold that “the selective eye of the artist is unlikely to be replaced by the camera in illustrating surgery.”¹⁰⁵ Institutional medical illustration would thrive after the Second World War even as color photography became more practicable; and nonphotographic modes of illustration are commissioned to this day.

Clinical photography nevertheless became integral to medical recording and training in this period. There is no conundrum here, no outright competition between technologies, but rather a mutual compensation. Photography has influenced and interrelated with (other forms of) art from its genesis; what the geographical element of this study has shown is the differences in the way these media related to each other across sites. In the hospital ward, for example, portraits of the living patient were available, and drawing and photograph were used side by side, or even combined. Here I have concentrated on isolated delineations, but many others were hybrid, mixed with photographs and other media. The graphics from the other sites were influenced by or compensated photography. We can be confident the camera was on their minds.

Drawing and photography were only two of a range of media available to the clinician in the early twentieth century. To pull our focus out from this binary opposition is to see them alongside specimens, X-rays, motion pictures, diagrams, wallcharts, stereoscopes, microscopy, and more. They coexisted in complementary ways as part of anatomical intermediality.¹⁰⁶ In the museum, for example, this medical bricolage comprised drawings of the dead patient alongside
specimens and models. So too this dense visual field overlapped and intersected with the written
word, especially in Maxwell’s and Pillers’s work (in Matthews’s case, the labels and object
record were separate but juxtaposed). But these were not mere illustrations, subsidiary to the
text; image and word invoked different meanings. The delineation endured because it sat
alongside other media in these sites, providing a unique view of the damaged body.
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